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Abstract

This study presents RoleCraft-GLM, an inno-
vative framework aimed at enhancing personal-
ized role-playing with Large Language Models
(LLMs). RoleCraft-GLM addresses the key
issue of lacking personalized interactions in
conversational AI, and offers a solution with
detailed and emotionally nuanced character por-
trayals. We contribute a unique conversational
dataset that shifts from conventional celebrity-
centric characters to diverse, non-celebrity per-
sonas, thus enhancing the realism and com-
plexity of language modeling interactions. Ad-
ditionally, our approach includes meticulous
character development, ensuring dialogues are
both realistic and emotionally resonant. The
effectiveness of RoleCraft-GLM is validated
through various case studies, highlighting its
versatility and skill in different scenarios. Our
framework excels in generating dialogues that
accurately reflect characters’ personality traits
and emotions, thereby boosting user engage-
ment. In conclusion, RoleCraft-GLM marks a
significant leap in personalized AI interactions,
and paves the way for more authentic and im-
mersive AI-assisted role-playing experiences
by enabling more nuanced and emotionally rich
dialogues1.

1 Introduction

Large Language Models (LLMs) have become a
cornerstone in understanding and generating nat-
ural language, showcasing remarkable capabili-
ties that often surpass human proficiency in cer-
tain language reasoning tasks. Consequently, they
have excelled notably excelled as conversational
agents, offering high-level responses in various di-
alogues and significantly influencing human-AI in-
teractions, thus hinting at their potential to reshape
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numerous aspects of daily life (Bender and Koller,
2020).

Despite these advancements in generative
AI (Baidoo-Anu and Ansah, 2023),challenges per-
sist, particularly in meeting the diverse require-
ments of different user groups.Presently, many AI
systems rely on generic models, which may not ad-
equately address the specific needs of varied users.
This limitation can negatively influence user expe-
riences and the applicability of AI in certain sce-
narios (Ackerman et al., 2022). Thus, there is a
burgeoning recognition of the importance of per-
sonalization within AI, gradually influencing the
direction of the field. There is a growing trend to-
ward developing AI systems that are more attuned
to individual preferences and needs (Brandtzæg
and Følstad, 2018; Lee and Koubek, 2010), em-
phasizing the need for a deeper understanding of
user behaviors and a more tailored approach to AI
interactions. This evolving trend suggests a move
toward more personalized, user-centric AI models,
potentially transforming the generative AI sector to
offer more individualized and effective solutions.

Existing open-source LLMs, while trained
across broad domains, may not always offer the
specialized optimization desired for nuanced role-
playing tasks. This suggests that additional cus-
tomization might be beneficial to more effectively
meet the specific requirements of role-playing sce-
narios. On the other hand, advanced LLMs such
as GPT-4 (OpenAI, 2023) showcase enhanced abil-
ities in role-playing due to their extensive train-
ing and sophisticated algorithms. However, this
closed-source model may introduce practical limi-
tations. These include higher costs associated with
API usage, limited scope for fine-tuning to tailor
the models for specific role-playing contexts, and
restrictions in context window sizes which can im-
pact the fluidity and depth of generated dialogues
in complex role-playing scenarios.

In this paper, as illustrated in the figure 1, we
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Figure 1: Overview of the RoleCraft-GLM framework: (1)Emotionally annotated dialog datasets play a key role in
creating role profiles that reflect specific emotional traits. (2)The generation of Q&A pairs, based on context and
known character traits, ensures that dialogues are consistent with the character profiles. (3) A hybrid approach of
generic and character-specific instructions is used to train the GLM for various dialog scenarios.

introduce the RoleCraft-GLM framework designed
to enhance personalized role-playing experiences
with LLMs. Moving beyond traditional celebrity-
focused characters, we focus on diverse, non-
celebrity personas, each with unique emotional
annotations. This approach aims to enrich real-
ism and emotional depth in language interactions.
We compiled a novel dataset encompassing a wide
array of real-world dialogues, with careful consid-
eration for personal privacy and copyright laws.
Our data analysis highlights the potential benefits
of integrating emotional labels in dialogue datasets
for improved natural language processing. We con-
ducted comparative experiments using models like
ChatGLM3, fine-tuned with the Low-Rank Adap-
tation (LoRA) method, to assess RoleCraft-GLM’s
effectiveness in producing nuanced and character-
consistent dialogues.

The main contributions of our work are as fol-
lows:

• We introduce a groundbreaking dataset that
centers on non-celebrity characters, each char-
acterized by unique emotional annotations.
This innovative shift away from the traditional
focus on celebrity-centric characters greatly
enhances the realism and intricacy of everyday
interactions within language modeling.

• We have developed a novel training strategy
that considers more detailed personal role data.
This strategy includes a fine-grained approach

to character portrayal, emphasizing emotional
depth, and fostering contextual awareness in
dialogue generation.

• Our framework has shown promising perfor-
mance, as evidenced by multi-dimensional
evaluations, in comparison to current state-of-
the-art models. These evaluations rigorously
assess aspects such as dialogue authenticity,
emotional accuracy, and contextual relevance,
highlighting our framework’s advanced capa-
bilities in these critical areas.

2 Related Work

2.1 Personalization of LLMs

The recent strides in LLMs, particularly in under-
standing user context and preferences, have sig-
nificantly propelled the personalization aspect of
AI interactions.Consequently, technologies like ef-
fective prompt design and feedback mechanisms,
including similarity-based retrievers, enhance AI’s
ability to learn from past interactions and adapt to
user needs more precisely. These methods enable
AI systems to proactively identify and rectify errors,
thus enhancing their performance over time (Dalvi
et al., 2022; Madaan et al., 2022).Furthermore,this
evolution in LLMs lays the groundwork for AI ap-
plications that are not only more personalized and
intuitive but also deeply aligned with user-centric
principles.The evolution of personalization in AI
interactions highlights a crucial shift towards un-
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derstanding and catering to individual user pref-
erences. Projects like Snap’s MyAI2 and Meta’s
Abraham Lincoln bot3 serve as prime examples,
demonstrating how AI can be customized for en-
hanced user engagement and specific functional
needs., illustrating AI’s potential for enhanced user
engagement and functionality through customiza-
tion (Bender et al., 2021). These initiatives em-
phasize the importance of tailoring AI systems to
meet specific user needs. Against this backdrop,
our work in RoleCraft-GLM aims to build upon
these advancements to offer nuanced, emotionally
rich AI interactions that align with individual user
contexts and needs.

2.2 Role-Playing

The evolution of role-playing in AI, marked by the
transition from basic text-based interactions to in-
tricate character simulations (Park et al., 2023), re-
flects the strides made in natural language process-
ing and AI technologies. Initially, AI role-playing
systems offered only fundamental exchanges, lim-
ited in their ability to craft dialogues with emo-
tional depth and contextual relevance. With the
emergence of advanced models such as GPT-
3 (Brown et al., 2020), LLaMA (Touvron et al.,
2023), and ChatGLM, there was a notable en-
hancement in AI’s capability for engaging in more
sophisticated, context-aware conversations. Yet,
these improvements also underscored a significant
gap in personalization for role-playing applications.
Predominantly, LLMs trained on wide-ranging,
generic datasets fell short in handling scenarios that
demanded a deeper understanding of nuanced emo-
tional nuances (Radford et al., 2018) and specific
character traits. To address these shortcomings, we
have meticulously developed the RoleCraft-GLM
framework. It stands out with its unique dataset, fo-
cusing on diverse, non-celebrity personas enriched
with detailed emotional annotations (Bender and
Koller, 2020). This dataset is key to overcoming
previous limitations, facilitating a new level of per-
sonalization and emotional intricacy in AI role-
playing interactions.

3 Methodology

As shown in Figure 1, the RoleCraft-GLM frame-
work, rooted in ‘Role’ and ‘Craft’, represents our
approach to enhancing AI role-playing. ‘Role’ em-

2https://www.personal.ai/
3https://ai.meta.com/

phasizes creating distinct, multi-dimensional char-
acters, each with unique personality traits and emo-
tional depths. ‘Craft’ involves the intricate pro-
cess of constructing dialogues that genuinely re-
flect these character traits, thereby adding depth
and realism to conversations.

Building on this foundation, the RoleCraft-GLM
framework is underpinned by key principles to ele-
vate the authenticity of role-playing (Wang et al.,
2023). The first principle, ‘Fine-Grained Character
Portrayal’, is pivotal in endowing each character
with detailed and nuanced traits and backgrounds,
integral to the ‘Role’ aspect of RoleCraft. This
approach is focused on creating characters that are
reflective of real-life individuals in their personal-
ity, and behaviors (Kim et al., 2023), setting the
stage for realistic and compelling character portray-
als. Progressing to the second principle, ‘Mastery
of Emotion and Style’, we concentrate on the emo-
tional expressions and speaking styles of charac-
ters (Li et al., 2023). This principle, key to the
‘Craft’ element of RoleCraft, enriches dialogues
with diverse emotions and distinctive speech pat-
terns, effectively capturing the unique emotional
states and communication styles of each character.
Furthermore, the ‘Accurate Application of Charac-
ter Knowledge’ principle emphasizes incorporating
each character’s background and experiences into
the dialogue generation process (Shao et al., 2023).
This ensures that the dialogues are in harmony
with the characters’ personas, encompassing their
unique experiences and insights. Concluding with
the ‘Context-Aware Dialogue Generation’ princi-
ple, our system is designed to dynamically tailor
dialogues based on the prevailing context (Zhanga
et al., 2023). This is crucial for maintaining a seam-
less and logically consistent conversation flow, es-
sential for immersive and credible role-playing ex-
periences.

3.1 RoleCraft-GLM Framework

Our methodology, guided by key design principles,
uniquely advances the capabilities of LLMs in role-
playing. Setting ourselves apart from approaches
such as RoleGLM (Wang et al., 2023), we focus on
an innovative integration of fine-grained character
portrayal, profound emotional depth, and height-
ened contextual awareness in dialogue generation.
This approach differentiates our work from existing
models and addresses challenges in a novel way,
enhancing how LLMs can be utilized for creating
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Name ：唐鹏 | Tang Peng
Age ：30 years old
Height ：180cm
Weight ：72kg
Birthday ：10月7日 | October 7
Horoscope ：天秤座 | Libra
Character traits ：冷静、理性、坚持正义，同时具备强烈
的好奇心… |Calm, rational and insistent on justice, he also
possesses a strong sense of curiosity…
Background ：唐鹏出生在一个普通的家庭，从小就对法律
和正义充满了他在警校受过良好的训练，成为一名优秀的
警察…|Born into an ordinary family, Tang Peng grew up
with an interest in law and justice...
Hobbies ：跑步、阅读侦探小说、拳击 |Running, reading
detective novels, boxing
Specialties ：侦查、武术、心理分析 |Detection, martial
arts, psychoanalysis
Dream ：成为一名刑侦专家，揭露和解决更多复杂的案件 
|Become a criminal investigation expert to uncover and
solve more complex cases
Relationships ：唐鹏与他的同事和上司关系良好，虽然有
时会因为方法和原则上的分歧而产生摩擦。他对家人非常
关心…  |Tang Peng has a good relationship with his
coworkers …
Favorite Foods ：家常菜、烧烤、面食 |Home cooking,
grilling, pasta
Dislikes ：过于甜腻的食物 |Overly sweet and fatty foods…

You are a character building expert and your task is to create 

a detailed character description based on the provided 

character description template and a series of dialog pairs 

with emotion markup. Please use the information and 

emotional annotations from the dialog to enrich your role 

description with consistency and depth.

Character Profile Template

Instruction

prompt

Output

Name: Jiang Tianhao Age: 17 years old Height: 175 cm Weight: 65 kg Birthday: April 15th Zodiac Sign: Aries Personality 
Traits: Lively, intelligent, and sometimes a bit impulsive. Background: Jiang Tianhao is a high school student full of energy 

and curiosity about new things. He is popular in school for his friendliness and humor. He likes to participate in various 
outdoor activities... Hobbies: Basketball, traveling, photography Special Skills: Jiang Tianhao excels in sports, especially as 

a key player in his school's basketball team. He is also good at mathematics and physics and enjoys playing Go. Dream: 
He dreams of becoming an architect, designing buildings that are both unique and meaningful. Relationships: He has 

good relationships with his classmates... Favorite Foods: Hamburgers, pizza, braised pork Disliked Foods: Bitter gourd …
......

Figure 2: Here is an example of generating a detailed character description. Utilizing a character description
template along with an emotionally annotated dialogue dataset facilitates the generation of detailed character
descriptions based on prompts.(The instruction and output have been translated into English.)

more realistic and engaging role-playing scenario.

Emotion-Driven Character Profiling

To address the challenges of limited emotional di-
versity and unconvincing character portrayals in
dialogues generated by LLMs, we’ve adopted a
detailed emotion classification strategy. This ap-
proach involves meticulously annotating emotions
within the dialogue dataset, thereby steering the
GPT-4 to craft character profiles that mirror these
identified emotions. Consider a character who dis-
plays a spectrum of emotions from joy to disap-
pointment. Marking these diverse emotional states
allows for a natural and fluid transition in their dia-
logues within a single scene, effectively capturing
the complexity and dynamism of human emotions.
This approach challenges the LLMs to accurately
depict these emotional shifts, ensuring that the dia-
logues genuinely represent the intricate and ever-
evolving nature of human emotions, thus enhancing
the overall user interaction experience.

Contextual Q&A Generation

To address the challenge of context-irrelevant re-
sponses, which is a common issue in dialogue
systems where interactions often lack relevance
to the ongoing scenario or character specifics, we
employ GPT-4 to generate contextually coherent

Q&A pairs. For example, when a character faces a
dilemma, the system is designed to produce queries
and responses that align with the character’s estab-
lished traits, such as indecisiveness and anxiety,
thereby maintaining the authenticity of the dialogue
in relation to the character’s profile.

Hybrid Instruction-Based GLM Refinement

Our methodology employs a hybrid training ap-
proach that seamlessly integrates general instruc-
tions with character-specific Q&A pairs. This strat-
egy is carefully crafted to strike a balance between
the flexibility required for dynamic dialogue gen-
eration and the need to uphold character integrity.
In practical terms, this means equipping the LLMs
to adeptly navigate a spectrum of conversational
scenarios. These range from broad, general inter-
actions to more intricate exchanges that demand
responses finely tuned to the unique profiles of
individual characters. By training the LLM with
this diverse mix of inputs, the model becomes pro-
ficient in handling various situational dialogues,
accurately reflecting each character’s distinct at-
tributes and the specific subtleties of the conversa-
tion. As a result, this hybrid training method fosters
the creation of dialogues that are both contextually
adaptive and consistent with the characters’ distinct
personalities.
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3.2 Semantic-Enhanced Retrieval
Optimization

Addressing the issue of inaccurate and semanti-
cally irrelevant information retrieval in dialogues,
we have adopted the BGE4 retrieval method. BGE
is an efficient Chinese and English semantic vector
model that ensures the accuracy of responses, es-
pecially when dealing with sensitive topics, and re-
mains semantically sensitive to the context, signifi-
cantly enhancing the quality of interaction. (Xiao
et al., 2023). This familiarity allows models to gen-
erate dialogue based on a wealth of pre-existing
knowledge. In contrast, modern datasets prioritize
the nuanced portrayal of personal and everyday
characters. These datasets are derived from diverse
sources, including real chat logs, customer service
interactions, and fictional narratives from less main-
stream media. Such characters might include a
typical office worker dealing with daily stressors
or a mother showing love and responsibility in a
family setting. The dialogues here involve specific,
real-life scenarios, such as office interactions or
typical family conversations, which lack the broad
pre-existing knowledge base associated with public
figures.

4 Experiments

4.1 Dataset

In the evaluation of machine learning models, the
role of datasets is paramount, particularly in lan-
guage processing and character portrayal. Tradi-
tional datasets predominantly highlight eminent
figures, such as the legendary Sun Wukong, whose
familiar attributes and stories are widely acknowl-
edged, facilitating model development (Sabadoš,
2021). However, these datasets often neglect the
finer details and emotional complexity of lesser-
known or everyday characters, leading to a repre-
sentation gap (Rolf et al., 2021). Our unique dataset
bridges this gap by focusing on the rich, nuanced
depiction of ordinary individuals. It involves an in-
depth exploration and portrayal of each character’s
distinct personality traits and emotional depths,
delving into aspects usually overshadowed in dom-
inant narratives.

In constructing our dataset, we designed 20
unique and personalized Chinese characters to mir-
ror a wide spectrum of real-world dialogues. These
characters ranged from everyday individuals to fic-

4https://github.com/FlagOpen/FlagEmbedding

tional ones inspired by scripts. Our diverse data
sources included social media interactions, film and
television scripts, and customer service dialogues.
We emphasized personal privacy and copyright law
compliance, ensuring all data was cleansed and
anonymized.

We filtered out redundant data and multi-party
conversations to reshape the original data into con-
textually relevant dialogues. For example, script-
based dialogues were restructured to better de-
pict character interactions and emotional dynam-
ics. Table 1 provides basic statistics for RoleCraft-
GLM. Our final dataset comprises 27,259 multi-
turn dialogues, distinctly different from datasets
like Reddit comments (Al-Rfou et al., 2016),
Sina Weibo (Shang et al., 2015), and Twitter
datasets (Ritter et al., 2011), which mostly capture
less structured, multi-participant interactions.

In addition, we annotated each dataset entry with
emotion labels to capture characters’ distinct emo-
tional traits, adding an emotional layer to model
training. We used Ekman’s "Six Basic Emotions
Theory" (Ekman, 1992) to label utterances and in-
cluded additional emotions like neutral, excited,
and depressed, totaling ten categories. The use
of emotion labels in dialogue datasets has been
proven to enhance natural language processing by
improving response retrieval and emotional rele-
vance (Zhou et al., 2017). These labels also enrich
conversational analysis and aid in building natural
dialogue systems (Bothe et al., 2019).

4.2 Experiment Settings

In our research, we anticipate that fine-tuning our
model using a specifically designed dataset for role-
playing will result in superior performance in char-
acter portrayal compared to baseline models. This
expectation is based on the customized nature of
the dataset, which includes detailed emotional an-
notations and context-specific scenarios that are es-
sential for nuanced character interactions. Through
this specialized training, we expect our model to
accurately capture and express the intricacies of
character-specific language styles and emotional
responses, surpassing baseline models that may
lack such targeted training. Our experiments aim
to validate this hypothesis and showcase the ad-
vanced capabilities of our model in role-playing
tasks.
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Figure 3: Verb-noun structure of Instructions. The inner
circle representing the top 20 verbs and the outer circle
listing the direct noun objects.

Category Value
# Total Dialogues 2,7259
Avg.round of dialogues 14.64
# Characters 20
Character Personality Traits 45
Avg.length of profile 394.05
# Instructions 3,9422
Character-specific instructions 9842
General instructions 2,9580
Avg. instruction length 28.93
# Response 15,7742
Character-specific response 9842
General response 14,7900
Avg.response length 33.86

Table 1: Statistics of datasets

Figure 4: Emotion distributions in dialogues

Figure 5: The word cloud represents a visual distribution
of personality traits for Chinese characters within the
dataset, with larger words indicating a higher frequency
of associated traits.

4.2.1 Baselines

We assessed the ChatGLM3 model5, enhancing its
performance on specific datasets using the Low-
Rank Adaptation (LoRA) fine-tuning method (Hu
et al., 2021). LoRA’s precision in fine-tuning, es-
sential for handling personalized and emotionally
rich content, maintains the model’s core capabili-
ties while adapting to new data features. We bench-
marked our RoleCraft-GLM’s performance against
industry standards such as GPT-3.5 and GPT-4,
and leading Chinese dialogue generation technolo-
gies like ChatGLM26 and ChatGLM3, along with
Baichuan2 (Yang et al., 2023) and Qwen (Bai et al.,
2023). In our comparative experiments, we evalu-
ated RoleGLM, which was fine-tuned using LoRA

5https://github.com/THUDM/ChatGLM3
6https://github.com/THUDM/ChatGLM2-6B

on specific datasets, as a benchmark. To match
RoleGLM’s setup, we also focused on a similar
number of Chinese roles for consistency in our
training approach. By selecting ChatGLM2 over
ChatGLM3, we aimed to closely compare perfor-
mances under equivalent conditions. This exten-
sive evaluation underlined our model’s distinctive
advancements in dialogue generation.

4.2.2 Evaluation criteria
(1) Rouge-L Score: A commonly used met-

ric (Lin, 2004) for evaluating natural language
generation, measuring the overlap between
model-generated text and real (ground truth)
text. We focused on average score (Avg), gen-
eral instruction response (RAW), role-playing
speaking style (CUS), and specific role knowl-
edge (SPE).
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Figure 6: A case of generated responses from our model and baseline models to a character-specific introduction.

Table 2: Rouge-L Evaluation

Model Avg RAW CUS SPE
GPT-3.5 0.4532 0.5569 0.5197 0.2831
GPT-4 0.4633 0.5661 0.5264 0.2973
ChatGLM2 0.4054 0.5104 0.4063 0.2996
ChatGLM3 0.4161 0.5218 0.4159 0.3108
Baichuan2 0.4273 0.5308 0.4576 0.2934
Qwen 0.4264 0.5297 0.4617 0.2879
Ours 0.4704 0.5385 0.5154 0.3573

Model Avg. Ranking
ChatGLM3 1.86
Baichuan2 2.95
Qwen 3.38
Ours 1.42

Table 3: GPT-4 Evaluation

(2) Average Ranking Using GPT Scoring: In
our work, we used the GPT-4 score (Fu et al.,
2023) to evaluate the average rank of mod-
els on different dialogue-generating tasks, fo-
cusing on two main criteria for scoring: first,
the distinctiveness and accuracy of the charac-
ter’s speaking style in matching their profile,
and second, the richness of character-related
knowledge and memory incorporated into the
dialogues.

(3) Comparison of Emotionally Annotated and
Non-Annotated Models: We compared mod-
els with and without emotional annotations
in specific role knowledge memory (SPE) to
evaluate the role of emotional annotation in
enhancing model performance.

4.3 Performance Analysis
Results from Tables 2 and 3 clearly demonstrate
our model’s exceptional performance across mul-

Table 4: Rouge-L Evaluation

model Avg RAW CUS SPE
RoleGLM 0.4570 0.5255 0.5049 0.3406
Ours 0.4641 0.5251 0.5128 0.3544

tiple key performance indicators, particularly in
specific role knowledge memory (SPE). Our model
significantly outperformed GPT-4 and other mod-
els with a score of 0.3573 in this dimension, high-
lighting its superior ability in understanding and
generating complex dialogues involving specific
roles. However, GPT-4 leads in general instruction
response accuracy (RAW) with a score of 0.5661,
reflecting its strong capability in interpreting and
responding to general instructions. Our model,
while slightly less efficient in this dimension, still
maintains a high score, proving its effectiveness in
handling everyday dialogues. These findings un-
derscore our method’s significant effectiveness in
deepening role understanding and enhancing dia-
logue generation quality. In particular, in emotion-
driven role portrayal, our model demonstrated pre-
cise capture of each role’s emotional traits and per-
sonality, surpassing traditional role-playing mod-
els in expressing role-specific knowledge. More-
over, our model not only excelled in generating
role-specific dialogue content but also showed re-
markable ability in maintaining natural flow and
contextual consistency.

The Rouge-L assessment results from Table 4
indicate our model’s performance improvement in
three dimensions compared to RoleGLM. This sug-
gests that our dataset enabled the model to more
accurately capture and reflect the everyday charac-
teristics and emotional states of roles, thereby en-
hancing the dialogue’s realism and personalization.
Additionally, the inclusion of emotional annotation
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Method SPE
RoleCraft-GLM(w/o emo) 0.3362
RoleCraft-GLM(w emo) 0.3573

Table 5: Comparing Emotion-Annotated and
Non-Annotated Data

further enhanced the model’s ability to understand
and generate nuanced emotional dialogues, espe-
cially evident in the high SPE scores, indicating
our method’s outstanding performance in specific
role knowledge and memory.

In our ablation experiments (see Table 5), we
compared two versions of the RoleCraft-GLM
model: one incorporating emotional annotations
and the other without them. The primary objec-
tive was to assess the specific impact of emotional
annotation on improving the model’s scores in spe-
cific role knowledge memory (SPE). The results
showed that the RoleCraft-GLM model with emo-
tional annotation scored higher in SPE than the
version without it. This difference emphasized the
importance of emotional annotation in improving
the model’s understanding and generation of dia-
logues for non-celebrity roles that are closer to ev-
eryday life and lack extensive public knowledge or
prior information. In these cases, emotional anno-
tation not only provided the model with key infor-
mation to deeply understand the roles’ emotional
states and personality traits but also ensured that
the generated dialogues were closer to the roles’
true feelings and personalized expressions.

5 Conclusions

In this paper, we present RoleCraft-GLM, our in-
novative framework aimed at enhancing person-
alized role-playing experiences. Central to this
framework is a unique dataset featuring 20 diverse,
non-celebrity Chinese characters, each with distinct
emotional annotations. This shift from traditional
celebrity-focused characters to more authentic, ev-
eryday personas marks a significant advancement
in language modeling. RoleCraft-GLM’s dataset
emphasizes real-life scenarios and emotional depth,
setting new standards in natural language process-
ing. Our evaluations demonstrate that RoleCraft-
GLM excels in creating dialogues that are not only
contextually rich but also emotionally nuanced, out-
performing conventional models. In the future, we
hope to to develop behavioral agents that excel in
personalization and interactivity, skillfully tailored

to individual user preferences, thereby elevating
the level of user engagement.
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